TAKING CARE OF YOUR CAP
Storing your cap
Your cap can be left in place when not in use or it can be stood up on
its end in a convenient location out of the way.

cloth to bring out the shine. It is not recommended that any form of
chrome cleaner be used as it may transfer to the main panels and
adversely affect them.

It is recommended that you leave the handles in the open position if
you are leaving the cap on the bathtub when not in use.

The remaining hardware is stainless steel or zinc plated steel. All
hardware should be dried following use to ensure that it does not rust.

Cleaning your cap
The cap can be cleaned with warm soapy water. Use a mild liquid
detergent such as dish washing detergent to clean the cap. Rinse with
clean water. For stubborn stains or scuff marks, we suggest using a
Mr. Clean® Magic Eraser®.

Yearly check of the cap and walk through adhesive seal
It is strongly recommended that you check the adhesive seal between
the walk through insert and bathtub as well as water testing your cap
on an annual basis.

DO NOT use any chemicals; they could adversely affect the finish or
function of the cap, thereby voiding your warranty.
The seal is made of silicone. All you should require is a wet cloth to
clean off any visible soap scum or dirt. Do not use sharp instruments
or pull on the seal as there is a risk of damaging the seal.
Handle assemblies are made of chrome plated castings. Warm water
should be sufficient for cleaning them. They can be buffed with a soft

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
WARNING: Risk of personal injury.
To avoid injury, exercise caution when entering or exiting your
walk in tub.
WARNING: Risk of personal injury.
To avoid injury, do not use the walk through insert as a “step”.
Although the cap may support your weight it has not been
designed with this purpose in mind.
WARNING: Risk of personal injury.
To avoid injury, do not sit or place your weight on the cap. It
has not been designed for this. Undue weight could cause the
cap to break or crack.

Any unusual water loss when bathing could signify that there is a leak
present. In this case you should conduct a water test or contact your
installer.

Please be sure to read the accompanying warranty information in
order to understand what is covered and what your responsibilities
are in maintaining your warranty coverage. Please note that it is
the homeowner’s responsibility to ensure that the insert adhesive
seal and the cap seal integrity is maintained.

WARNING: Risk of personal injury.
Water temperatures over 100° F (38° C) may be hazardous to
your health. Check and adjust water temperature for your
personal comfort.
WARNING: Risk of personal injury.
Risk of electric shock; do not permit the use of electric appliances
(such as hair dryer, lamp, telephone, radio, television, etc)
within four feet of your bathtub.
WARNING: No food or Alcoholic beverages.
Use of your bathtub immediately after meals is not recommended.
Avoid alcohol consumption before or during the bathing.
Alcoholic beverages can cause drowsiness or hypothermia
resulting in loss of consciousness or even drowning.
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SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!

